Abstract. The study of DNA microarray gene extraction methods is an important and current area of research. Many researchers study gene ontological character, which contain significant information about symptoms of illnesses in tissues, types of organisms, and the distinguishing of some organisms' features. DNA microarray gene extraction methods allow us to choose the most significant genes for a given problem and some ways of their extraction. In this article, we aim to compare three methods of gene extraction. The first and second types are based on, respectively, the modified Fisher and F statistics methods. The last one is based on the novel experimental statistics called A. A common element of those three methods is the way in which we choose genes after the calculation of decision classes' separation ratio. Additionally, all three algorithms are based on the idea of central class separation from other decision concepts. We use our best 8v1.4 granular weighted voting classier as the basic element of comparison of our gene selection methods. The results of the research show that A statistics are better than other methods in all cases. In this article the best one is the SAM10 method, which works well for a small number of genes -less than one hundred. For a higher number of separated genes the SAM5 method is better -its effectiveness has been proven in recent published works.
Introduction
We start with an introduction of the basic facts of DNA microarrays, the rough sets, and the weighted voting classifier -see [20] , [4] -based on granular computing methods -see [14, 15, 19 ].
DNA Microarrays -Basic Information
The DNA microarray is a really useful molecular biology tool. We can place a large number of genes on a small plate, and check the gene expression profiles, among other things. The complementary DNA microarray used in this article is one of the most popular types of DNA microarrays, due to its low price compared with oligonucleotide DNA arrays. An interesting application, and the wider description of the DNA microarrays, can be found in [9] , [10] , [11] , and [22] . The complementary DNA microarray technique is widely applied in genome sequencing -the recognition of the genes responsible for specific illnesses, etc. During the classification process each gene is treated as an attribute, and its value is the intensity of bond of DNA array. Due to the large number of attributes in the DNA arrays it is quite difficult to apply the most effective classification algorithms. In this article we apply the weighted voting classifier based on residual rough inclusions, proposed in [4] , and [20] in order to compare the best gene extraction methods based on the modified Fisher method, F statistics and experimental A statistics.
Rough Sets Background -In a Nutshell
In the rough set theory, data are stored in the form of information, or decision systems, where the first one is defined as a pair (U, A), for U as a set of objects, and A as an attribute set. The decision system is defined as a triple (U, A, d); where d fulfils the condition d / ∈ A of the decision attribute. An 'information set of object x' of the decision system is defined as follows:
An individual attribute of object x with value a(x) defines a descriptor (a = a(x)), commonly used in the short form (a = v), where a ∈ A ∪ {d}.
In the descriptor notation, the decision rules derived from object x can be described as,
where the set of conditional attributes {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a k } is the subset of A.
In the classic meaning, the granulation of knowledge in information, or decision systems consists in partitioning the universe of objects U into the elementary granules of the form [x] A = {y ∈ U : a(x) = a(y), ∀a ∈ A}, where the central object x ∈ U
The collection of elementary granules are called The Granules of Knowledge. The granulation in this sense consists in forming the aggregates of objects, which are indiscernible from the sets of conditional attributes.
The relation µ ⊆ U × u × [0, 1] is the formal definition of the rough inclusion in the sense of [14, 15] . In short, it can be formulated by saying 'an object x is a part of an object y to a degree of r'. The father of granular computing, Professor Zadeh [24] , proposed to replace individual objects by 'clumps of objects'. The objects were collected together by type, and as aggregates were used for computing.
In our approach, the granules are defined based on the rough inclusions in the form proposed in [15, 19] .
For the rough inclusion µ, an object u, and a granulation radius r ∈ [0, 1], a granule g(u, r) is defined as g(u, r) = {v ∈ U : µ(v, u, r)}, in detail
where
The described granules, g(u, r), are computed for all objects u ∈ U , and applied in the classification process with radius r equal 1.
In the next step we define basic t-norms and the residual rough inclusion based on residuum of t-norm in the terms of decision systems. The function
which is symmetrical, associative, increasing in each coordinate, and subject to boundary conditions: T (x, 0) = 0, T (x, 1) = x, e.g, [12] is a t-norm. The best known t-norms are the Łukasiewicz, Product, and minimum t-norm, defined as L(x, y) = max{0, x + y − 1}, P rod(x, y) = x · y, and min(x, y) = min{x, y} respectively.
The equivalence,
describes a residuum x ⇒ T y of a t-norm T. For continuous t-norms L, P rod, and min, the residual implication is given by the formula, 
In the next subsection we introduce the idea of our decision assignment algorithm in terms of rough set theory.
A Voting Scheme by Residual Rough Inclusion
In our approach the rough inclusion induced by the Łukasiewicz t-norm L, is applied in the classifier synthesis.
For an object u from the test decision system, and objects v from the training base of knowledge, we assign the decision class to the test object based on the following weights:
, where ε-discernibility, and ε-indiscernibility parameters are defined as follows,
The decision class v d with the minimal value of parameter,
is assigned into the the classified test object u.
Having described the decision value assignment method we can apply this algorithm along the lines of [20] , [4] .
Rough Set Weighted Voting Classifier Based on Granules of Training Objects
The general idea of our weighted voting classifiers consists of dynamic changes of weights during classification depending on the distance between descriptors of training and test objects. This kind of classification, especially one used in this work 8v1.4 classifier seems to reduce the overfitting phenomena during classification by a slight disturbance of proper classification - [20] , [1, 2, 4] . Step 1. We choose the training decision system (U trn , A, d), and the test decision system (U tst , A, d),
Step 2. We search for the maximal and the minimal values of attributes a on the training set, and mark them as max attr a , and min attr a respectively.
Step 3. We fix an attribute similarity ratio as ε.
Step 4. The test objects are classified in the following way.
For ∀ a ∈ A, training objects v p ∈ U trn , for p ∈ {1, ..., card{U trn }, and the test objects u q ∈ U tst , where q ∈ {1, ..., card{U tst } we compute
(ii) If
If the weights between u q test object and all v p training objects are computed then we start the voting procedure by means of the following parameters,
Lastly, the v d concept with minimal value of the parameter P aram(v d ) is assigned to u q test object.
The Result Validation Method
To validate results in this article we have used a resampling method called Leave One Out (LOO). The motivation to use the LOO method is to be found, among other places in [13] . This article proves the effectiveness and almost unbiased character of this method. We have introduced basic facts about our approach and now we return to our analysis of DNA microarrays.
DNA Microarray Features Extraction Methods

The Main Motivation
Our general goal is the comparison of gene extraction methods based on Fisher distance and F , A statistics -by using a classifier based on mereological granules. We would like to find the best method among those studied and identify the numbers of the genes separating the decision classes with the highest rate, and give the best classification results. The genes which we have found can be used for ontological analysis, but our methods of gene extraction do not take into account the ontological sense of separated genes. The context of data doesn't matter either.
The high number of genes in comparison with the number of objects can cause a problem with overfitting. For this reason, we need some extraction methods which can point us towards smaller groups of genes which, as a decision system, can effectively classify samples of data. It is time to show our propositions of gene extraction methods based on the central decision class separation.
In the first algorithm (MFM1), we have chosen the most characteristic genes which best differentiate decision classes. An application of modified Fisher method is the basic element of this algorithm.
Feature Extraction Method Based on Modified Fisher Method -Case 1 (MFM1)
For the decision system (U, A, d), where
.., c k , we propose to obtain the rate of separation of the gene a ∈ A for decision class c i , i = 1, 2, ..., k in the following way. We let,
where,
After the rate of the separation, S ci (a) is computed for all genes a ∈ A and all decision classes c i ; genes are sorted in the increasing order of S ci (a),
Finally, we choose for experiments the fixed number of genes from the sorted list by means of the procedure, Procedure Input data
A ← a iter ← iter + 1 if iter = f ixed number of the best genes then BREAK end if end if end for if iter = f ixed number of the best genes then BREAK end if end for return A The next algorithm (MSF4) has similar motivation to the previous one. However, we applied here F statistics, extended on multiple decision classes, well known for separation of the two decision classes.
Feature Extraction Method Based on Modified F Statistics Method -Case4 (MSF4)
In this case the rate of separation at the anologous assumptions as MFM1 is defined as follows,
After the rate of the separation, F ci (a) is computed for all genes a ∈ A and all decision classes c i ; genes are sorted in the decreasing order of F ci (a),
A ← a iter ← iter + 1 if iter = f ixed number of the best genes then BREAK end if end if end for if iter = f ixed number of the best genes then BREAK end if end for return A An idea for modifying the above approach was suggested by Professor Polkowski. We thought how to extract genes by means of the distance between gene attribute values and the distance between gene values and an average value for a considered decision class or the rest of decision classes. 
Feature Extraction Method Based on A Statistics -Case10 (SAM10)
For this method we defined the decision system as (U, B, d), where U = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u n }, B = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a m }, and d ∈ B, d ∈ {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c k }, we propose to obtain the rate of separation of the gene a ∈ A for decision class c i , where i = 1, 2, ..., k in the following way. We let,
where, train a = max attr a − min attr a , a ∈ B.
After the rate of the separation A ci (a) are computed for all genes a ∈ B and all decision classes c i , genes are sorted in the increasing order of A ci (a),
. . . 
The results of our research on real data sets
One of the most common parameters which are used for evaluation of data with unbalanced decision classes in the cardinality sense (see examined data sets in Tab. 1) are balanced accuracy and balanced coverage, whose definitions appear in the equation 23 and 24 respectively.
For clarity, the average results of classification presented in Tables 2 are the average values of balanced accuracy from all examined data sets. In order to show our results in a more objective way, we use for our 8 v1.4 classification algorithm only one value of epsilon ε = 0.01. We have carried out Leave One Out experiments with real DNA microarray data from the Tuned It platform Table 1 . To achieve a proper computation of accuracy for the LOO method it is necessary to build a confusion matrix, with the assumption that objects from all folds are treated as one decision system. The average of balanced accuracy for all examined methods, in comparison with recently studied methods SAM5 (see [1] ) and MSF6 (see [2] ), is shown in Table 2 . As we can see for the small number of genes (less than 100), the best method is SAM10, and starting from 100 genes to 1000 genes the best is the SAM5 method. Those two algorithms are unrivalled with other presented methods, and are from 3 to 6 percent better.
Conclusions
The results of our research showed beyond a shadow of a doubt the vast advantage of SAM10 and SAM5 methods over the remaining gene separation methods. Those results have been confirmed by average results of balanced accuracy. It turns out that the SAM10 method works best for a small number of genes in the range of 10, 20 and 50. Its characteristic is to decrease the product of a given class with the remaining classes by discernibility degree of central class elements from the average of the other classes. Contrary to this, the SAM5 method makes use of lowering the value of product weight of a pair of decision classes by the indiscernibility degree of elements of a given class from an average value of paired decision classes, which is a characteristic element of this method. It works best for a large number of genes in the range of 100, 200, 500, and 1000. The essential element of these methods is the way of choosing the best genes after their calculation. The main difference is the general approach to gene separation; in the SAM10 method we have the separation of the central class from all other classes, but in the SAM5 method there is a separation of pairs of decision classes.
In our future research we are going to examine to what extent the analyzed gene separation methods depend on the information content of particular DNA microarrays.
